Cold exposure elevates cellular levels of messenger ribonucleic acid encoding thyrotropin-releasing hormone in paraventricular nucleus despite elevated levels of thyroid hormones.
Cold exposure increases blood levels of TSH and thyroid hormones by stimulating the secretion of TRH from the median eminence. Thyroid hormones reduce TRH release and cellular levels of TRH mRNA. Using quantitative in situ hybridization to measure changes in cellular levels of various neuropeptide mRNAs, the present studies demonstrate that cold exposure also increases cellular levels of TRH mRNA in neurons of the paraventricular nucleus (PVN), supporting the concept that TRH mRNA levels are reflective of TRH secretion in these neurons. The effect of cold appeared to be specific for TRH expression in the PVN, because cold exposure did not influence cellular levels of TRH in the reticular thalamic nucleus or beta-actin and oxytocin mRNAs in the PVN. Cellular levels of mRNA encoding CRH were elevated by cold exposure. This latter observation is predictable based on the cold-induced activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. There was a 24-h rhythm and a time of day difference in the effect of cold on TRH mRNA levels in the PVN. Time of day differences in the effect of cold on CRH mRNA levels were not apparent. Cold exposure appeared to elevate TRH mRNA levels in all neurons of the PVN, indicating that the neurally mediated effect of cold on TRH expression can override the inhibitory effects of circulating T3 within the same neuronal population.